Detecting breakdown points in metabolic networks.
A complex network of biochemical reactions present in an organism generates various biological moieties necessary for its survival. It is seen that biological systems are robust to genetic and environmental changes at all levels of organization. Functions of various organisms are sustained against mutational changes by using alternative pathways. It is also seen that if any one of the paths for production of the same metabolite is hampered, an alternate path tries to overcome this defect and helps in combating the damage. Certain physical, chemical or genetic change in any of the precursor substrate of a biochemical reaction may damage the production of the ultimate product. We employ a quantitative approach for simulating this phenomena of causing a physical change in the biochemical reactions by performing external perturbations to 12 metabolic pathways under carbohydrate metabolism in Saccharomyces cerevisae as well as 14 metabolic pathways under carbohydrate metabolism in Homo sapiens. Here, we investigate the relationship between structure and degree of compatibility of metabolites against external perturbations, i.e., robustness. Robustness can also be further used to identify the extent to which a metabolic pathway can resist a mutation event. Biological networks with a certain connectivity distribution may be very resilient to a particular attack but not to another. The goal of this work is to determine the exact boundary of network breakdown due to both random and targeted attack, thereby analyzing its robustness. We also find that compared to various non-standard models, metabolic networks are exceptionally robust. Here, we report the use of a 'Resilience-based' score for enumerating the concept of 'network-breakdown'. We also use this approach for analyzing metabolite essentiality providing insight into cellular robustness that can be further used for future drug development. We have investigated the behavior of metabolic pathways under carbohydrate metabolism in S. cerevisae and H. sapiens against random and targeted attack. Both random as well as targeted resilience were calculated by formulating a measure, that we termed as 'Resilience score'. Datasets of metabolites were collected for 12 metabolic pathways belonging to carbohydrate metabolism in S. cerevisae and 14 metabolic pathways belonging to carbohydrate metabolism in H. sapiens from Kyoto Encyclopedia for Genes and Genomes (KEGG).